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Relative
Price Strength



M - Market Direction
Trend is a Friend/Go with the wind

Invest only when Market is in uptrend

Be defensive when market begins to weaken

Contra Investing pays but requires lot of patience & conviction

Bull Mkts: 1991-92 HM , 1998-2000 IT Boom, 2003-08 Global Liquidity,

Bear Mkts: 1997-98 Asian Fin crisis, 2000-2001 Tech bubble  bust, 2008-09 Global Fin crisis, March 2020 Covid 19

MILARS
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I - Industry Ranking
Research shows 37% of stock’s price movement is directly tied to  performance of
industry the stock belongs to

Our proprietary screens throw which sectors are likely to lead much ahead of the
curve

Eg: 1998-2000 TMT, Tech, 2007-08 Infra, Real Estate , Cap Goods,  2008-14 Pharma, Consumer, 2014-18  Banks/

Financials, Consumer, 2014-17 Mid & Small caps, 2020 IT, Pharma, Spl chemicals

MILARS
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L - Leading Company
Be with the leaders. Do not choose proxy for leaders

Leaders have twin advantage in tough times –they gain market share as well as manage
costs much better than laggards in the sector

Leaders always command premium 

MILARS
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A - Acceleration In Earnings

Stocks re-rate very sharply when there is acceleration in earnings

Look for acceleration in earnings EPS growth is key to multiple expansion. 

More explosive EPS growth the better it is

MILARS
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Company name 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 H1 2021
Asian Paints P/E 43x 55x 48x 53x 53x 66x 59x 74x

EPS 12.71 14.54 18.19 20.22 21.26 22.48 28.2
Nestle P/E 52x 99x 58x 62x 67x 72x 74x

EPS 122.87 58.42 103.85 127 166.6 204.2
HUL P/E 33x 43x 45x 44x 55x 60x 74x 68x

EPS 18.24 20.17 19.2 20.72 24.14 28.03 31.24
Sun Pharma P/E 38x 47x 43x 24x 57x 43x 22x 33x

EPS 15.17 21.92 18.89 29.03 8.73 11.11 15.69
Bajaj Finance P/B 2.2x 4.3x 5.1x 6.7x 6.5x 8.9x 4.1x 6x

EPS 14.45 17.96 23.88 33.58 43.4 69.26 87.74
BV 80.2 95.9 136.7 175.5 274.1 339.1 535.2

DLF P/E 49x 52x 67x 37x 8x 33x
EPS 3.63 3.03 1.72 4.01 25.02 5.98 -2.36

L&T P/E 24x 34x 27x 24x 25x 22x 12x 13x
EPS 35.26 24.17 30.29 43.17 52.59 63.48 68.02

SRF P/E 12x 19x 17x 18x 24x 22x 16x 25x
EPS 28.29 52.74 74.87 89.69 80.41 111.63 177.29

Acceleration In Earnings - Multiple Expansion
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R - Relative Price Strength

The price of stock Discounts Everything

Proprietary rating tool that ranks all the stocks on scale of 1-100 on basis of price performance.

The higher the rank, better the stock 

MILARS
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S - Selling Rules

Remember to SELL

Exiting the stock at the right time is as important as selecting it 

Be Fearful of losses. Be Greedy of profits

Stop Loss is a Friend

MILARS
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MILARS
Current Portfolio
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MILARS Portfolio Market cap wise

MILARS Portfolio Construction
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Large Cap

Mid Cap

Small Cap

Cash



MILARS Portfolio Sector wise

MILARS Portfolio Construction
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Pharma

Financial Services - Depository

IT

Agrochemicals & Fertilizers

Automobiles - Tractors

Consumer

Internet - Ecommerce

Healthcare - Medical Devices

Telecom & Retail

Cash



Reliance Industries Ltd. (Allocation: 9%)
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Investment Rationale

Outlook & Valuation
We expect digital services segment to capture the incremental growth opportunities. Strong technological partners will bring in synergies and technical as-
sistance. The stock is currently trading at 20.7x FY22E EPS.

Jio platforms will be key driver of growth going forward:  The company indicated on �ve growth drivers for its digital platforms: Mobile broadband, 
JioFiber, Enterprise Broadband, Broadband for SMEs and Narrow band Internet-of Things. Further, Jio is also making rapid progress in Azure cloud part-
nership with Microsoft.

Global investments in its digital platform will aid in deleveraging its balance sheet:  Jio platforms received investments from thirteen investors 
along with strategic partnership with Facebook and Google which has helped it in accelerating its deleveraging initiative and further it has helped them 
reposition Jio Platforms as a quasi-technology company. 

Consequential in-roads achieved in the telecom business:  Jio has witnessed healthy addition to its user base since launching its services in Septem-
ber 2016. Jio has not only revolutionised India’s telecommunication industry but also digitised its hinterlands through its network penetration.

Retail segment will provide impetus to growth:  Reliance Retail continues to grow in scale, driven by new store expansion across the geography, im-
proving store throughput and favourable product mix. We believe roll-out of the digital commerce initiative, JioMart will open up further growth oppor-
tunities for the organised retail business, leveraging the best of their digital platforms.

Rs in Crores Revenue EBITDA PAT EPS 
FY18 391677 64176 36075 61
FY19 569209 83918 39837 67
FY20 596743 88217 39880 63
FY21E 512252 93133 47866 76
FY22E 638761 134366 70817 105



Infosys Ltd. (Allocation: 8%)
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Investment Rationale

Structural changes in the IT industry:  We believe that to navigate businesses through the current crisis, digitization and use of technology will be of 
prime importance. There is high demand for services like i) digital transformation, ii) cyber security, iii) cloud. 

Robust growth in Digital revenue:  Digital services and solutions contributed 39% of revenue in FY2020 as compared to 31% in FY2019. For Q2 
FY2021, digital revenue grew by 25.4% YoY in constant currency (CC) terms and now contributes 47.3% of total revenue.

Strong Revenue growth with Margin improvement:  For the last 2 consecutive quarters Infosys has been showing strong growth in revenues as well 
as expansion in margins. Marginn improvement was led by lower spends on brand building, deferral of wage hikes , increased o�shore utilization and 
lower travel because of work from home.

Strong momentum in large deal wins:  Management indicated that the company’s deal pipeline was very healthy. In Q1 FY2021, Infosys signed its 
largest deal in its history, which could be worth $1.5 billion.

Outlook & Valuation

We remain positive on the stock given strong new deal signings, improving operating margins, healthy pipeline, robust digital business growth, reduc-
tion in attrition, and narrowing valuation divergence as compared to TCS. Infosys is currently trading at 25x FY22 E earnings.

  Rs in cr.    Net Sales    EBITDA    PAT    EPS  
  FY18  70522 18893 16100 36
  FY19  82675 20170 15410 35
  FY20  90791 21756 16639 39
  FY21E  98740 25015 18050 42
  FY22E  1,06,510 25896 19012 45



Larsen & Toubro Infotech Ltd. (Allocation: 6%)
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Investment Rationale

Strategy in place in respond to Covid:  LTI’s 3X3 strategy 1) Customer �rst, 2) Resiliency in operations, 3) Protect P&L - is working well. LTI has provided 
some of its customers with speci�c time bound commercial concessions that will enable them to continue their IT programs with LTI. LTI’s strong focus 
remains on driving operational e�ciency. LTI’s “GRIT Alliance” framework has a strong focus on growth, increasing resilience, innovation and teamwork.

Well diversi�ed portfolio:  LTI has de-risked its portfolio with strong diversi�cation across verticals. Banking & Financials services (BFS) contributed 
27.6%, insurance (INS) at 17.8%, Manufacturing (MFG) at 16.8%, Energy and Utilities (E&U) at 11.4%, Consumer packaged foods, Retail & Pharma (CRP) at 
11.3%, while Hi-tech & Media contributed 11.2% of total consolidated revenue of FY20. Geography wise North America contributes 69% of total consoli-
dated revenue, while Europe and Rest of the World contributes 15.8% and 15.3%.

Outlook & Valuation

LTI is the best placed structural bet in midsized IT service company.  LTI has the potential to deliver mid-single USD revenue growth for FY21. We are bull-
ish on LTI, given high growth in digital solutions, strong deal pipeline and limited exposure to travel, hospitality and retail. LTI is currently trading at 25x 
FY22 E earnings.

 Rs in cr.  Net Sales  EBITDA  PAT  EPS 
 FY18 7307 1155 1080 65
 FY19 9446 1883 1516 87
 FY20 10879 2029 1521 87
 FY21E 11423 2330 1714 98
 FY22E 13022 2790 2073 118



IndiaMart Intermesh Ltd. (Allocation: 5%)
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Investment Rationale

India’s largest B2B online marketplace:  The company has around 60% market share in online B2B classi�eds & operates a product and price discovery 
platform, facilitating interactions between suppliers and buyers. The platform is unique as it enables two-way interactions—suppliers can post their list-
ings and buyers can request for quotations.

Caters to diversi�ed industry and product categories:  The company o�ers a comprehensive breadth of listing products across a wide range of indus-
tries. Its products and services are well diversi�ed and spread across 56 industries rather than relying on a single target industry.

Continuously improving its mobile platform and capabilities:  Mobile platforms will continue to drive the growth of online commerce in India. As of 
March 2020, 76% of tra�c (number of visits on the website) comprised of mobile tra�c.

The company has an Asset-light model:  The company, being a mere intermediary, does not require huge capital expenditure, hence, costs associated 
with up gradation of technological infrastructure and employees are the primary costs expensed. 

Outlook & Valuation 

We believe the company can sustain higher growth in revenues which will help improve margins on account of oprating leverage. We further believe 
the B2B segment is more specialized and has got miniscule competition from other large marketplaces. The company has presence in di�erent verticals 
and geographies; thus, we believe that it will capture the rising opportunity in the industry. The stock is currently trading at 56.3x FY22E EPS

Rs in Crores Revenue EBITDA PAT EPS 
FY18 411 -76 55 55
FY19 507 17 20 7
FY20 639 169 149 50
FY21E 641 233 218 75
FY22E 775 283 250 86



Biocon Ltd. (Allocation: 5%)
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Investment Rationale

Biocon Biologics  is best placed to capture global biosimilar opportunity:  The company has commercialized three of its biosimilars in the devel-
oped markets like EU, U.S., Japan and Australia. Biocon Biologics has received FDA pre-approval for its Malaysia manufacturing facility and has also re-
ceived favourable court decision with respect to ongoing patent litigation for Insulin Glargine. We believe Insulin Glargine (launched in the US in Sep-
tember), which is a US$2.2 billion market, will be a key contributor to growth of the biologics segment.

Stable growth likely in Research services:  Syngene is the company’s research service subsidiary. Research services delivered a steady growth led by 
strong performance in Discovery and Development serviced. The company has recently added new capacities for Biologics manufacturing and new re-
search facility to focus on Biology and Microbiology. With rising R&D outsourcing and increase in capacity, we believe Syngene can provide stable 
growth.

Growth recovery in Small molecules:  Small molecules comprises of Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs) and generics formulations. It is the larg-
est revenue contributing segment for the company. Biocon is one of the largest API producers for statins and immuno-suppressants. Increase in capex 
and higher R&D spend will aid growth going forward in small molecules segment.

Outlook & Valuation:

Biocon has a strong pipeline of biosimilars to be launched in next 3 to 5 years. Management has maintained target to achieve USD 1 bn sales in FY22 . 
Biocon is currently trading at 28x FY22 E earnings.

Rs in cr. Net Sales EBITDA PAT EPS
FY18 4,130 829 351 3
FY19 5,515 1,394 728 8
FY20 6,367 1,603 788 6
FY21E 8,333 2,220 1079.33 9
FY22E 11,405 3,476 1870.88 16



TCS Ltd. (Allocation: 4%)
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Investment Rationale

Robust deal wins and healthy pipeline:  Deal wins for Q2 stood at $8.6 billion, across products & services. This includes the Phoenix- Standard Life deal 
($2.5bn). Management indicated that they are seeing healthy deal pipeline and there is no delay in decision making from organisations. We believe TCS 
will be a bene�ciary of vendor consolidation.

Beginning of multi-year technology transformation cycle:  Management believes that they are currently at the start of the �rst phase of a multi-year 
technology transformation cycle. Currently, enterprises are building a cloud-based foundation, in subsequent phases will see new technologies will lead 
to new business models and di�erentiated customer experiences. TCS’s investments in research & innovation and in industry speci�c solutions will make 
it a key bene�ciary of this secular demand growth in coming years. 

Structural changes in the IT industry:  We believe that to navigate businesses through the current crisis, digitization and use of technology will be of 
prime importance. There is high demand for services like i) digital transformation, ii) cyber security, iii) cloud. It is evident that companies that have pre-
viously digitized their operations have been more resilient.

Strong EBIT margin expansion: Infosys delivered 26.2% operating margins in Q2 FY2021, which is an expansion of 220 bps YoY and 260 bps QoQ. 
Margin improvement was led by cost control initiatives like discretionary cost cutting like travel, marketing and onsite mix. We believe some of these 
changes are structural in nature and are not going to reverse very soon, as work from home is here to stay for the long term.



Coforge Ltd. (Allocation: 4%)
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Investment Rationale

Outlook & Valuation
We expect the company to deliver robust growth supported by healthy order book visibility, domain specialization and long standing client relationship. 
The company’s leadership team has proved its mettle by strong order execution capabilities and new customer acquisition. The stock is currently trading at 
24.4x FY22E EPS 

Healthy order book aided by large deal wins:  The company has healthy executable orders of $465 million over the next 12 months which is 18% 
higher than last year. Further, in pandemic-infused Q1FY21 the company secured fresh business of $186 million on the back of the three material deals, 
whereby the �rst deal was in the BFS vertical and the other two deals were in the Travel verticals.

Scaling up Healthcare & Hi-tech verticals to provide next levers of growth:  The company is tuning themselves to ramp up its healthcare and 
Hi-tech segments. On the healthcare front, the company saw substantial traction within a material healthcare client in Q4FY20, which led to ramping up 
the business to 100 employees within the quarter itself.

Investing in new platforms and technologies to provide impetus to growth:   The company continues to strengthen its o�erings portfolio in Digital 
engineering, Cloud, Machine Learning and Arti�cial intelligence. During FY20 the company made a strategic investment in WHISHWORKS IT consulting, 
a Mulesoft and Big Data specialist, thus augmenting its powerful o�erings combination in the Digital integration and process automation space.

Rs in Crores Revenue EBITDA PAT EPS 
FY18 2991 501 280 46
FY19 3676 650 403 65
FY20 4184 716 444 71
FY21E 4635 815 485 80
FY22E 5352 1018 622 103



Central Depository Services (India) Ltd. (Allocation: 4%)
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Investment Rationale

Increase in trading volumes and retail participation:  CDSL has experienced a substantial growth in the number of companies / Issuers admitted in 
demat from 541 in FY 1999-00 to 14,018 in FY 2019-20. Retail investor’s accounts have increased from 1.9 cr. accounts in 2010 to 4.3 cr. as on June 2020. 

Gaining market share from NSDL:  In terms of cumulative market share of active demat accounts, CDSL has experienced a growth in market share 
from 40% in FY 2013-14 to 51% in FY 2019-20. CDSL opened 8.3 lakh investors’ accounts in the month of June 2020, the highest in the history of CDSL.

Duopoly business with high entry barrier:  CDSL (promoted by BSE) and NSDL (promoted by NSE) are the only 2 depositories present in India.

Diversi�ed revenue stream with high operating leverage:  Around 64% of CDSL’s revenue comes from activities like transaction charges, annual 
issuer charges and IPO charges. The balance 36% comes from online data charges, E-Voting, Document veri�cation, E-CAS charges. CDSL is an asset light 
business with high operating leverage, has robust EBITDA margin of 44% with major costs being that for technology and human resources.

Outlook & Valuation:

CDSL is a proxy to capital markets growth. We believe there is a strong tailwind with increase in trading volumes and retail participation. CDSL is current-
ly trading at 28x FY22 E earning

Rs in cr. Net Sales EBITDA PAT EPS
FY18 187.7 110.4 103.6 9.9
FY19 194.7 108.9 114.8 10.9
FY20 225.1 99.6 106.5 10.2
FY21E 276.6 148.5 145.3 13.9
FY22E 316.3 172.3 162.3 15.5



Astec Lifesciences Ltd. (Allocation: 4%)
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Investment Rationale 

Outlook & Valuation

We expect company’s dominant position in the Triazole fungicide manufacturing business, backward integration for its key products and investments in the 
new R&D center to provide stable growth going forward. The company is developing new products supported by deep technical capabilities and is likely to 
bene�t from the opportunities that the global demand shift from China may present. The stock is currently trading at 31.5x FY22E EPS.

Strong parentage backing with established track record in manufacturing fungicides:  Due to strong parentage backing of Godrej group, the com-
pany gets good platform for distributing its product on a PAN India basis. 

Backward integration and cater to new products:  The company commenced new intermediates plant in FY19 which enabled them to reduce its de-
pendence on China and led to improvement and stability in margins.

Leveraging new capacities to capitalize new markets:   The company derives majority of its revenue from the fungicides segment thus in a bid to 
reduce segment concentration, it is working on few products in herbicides segment. 

Strong demand for its product portfolio:  The company has long term relationship with few US and Japanese customers who are driving demand in 
the contract manufacturing segment.

Rs in Crores Revenue EBITDA PAT EPS
FY18 368 69 35 18
FY19 431 77 36 18
FY20 523 85 48 24
FY21E 587 96 53 27
FY22E 672 113 65 33



Jubilant Foodworks Ltd. (Allocation: 4%)

ndia Ltd
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Investment Rationale

Established market position in the QSR segment:  With a total of 1,335 stores across 282 cities, Dominos is the largest and most diversi�ed (in terms 
of geographical presence) QSR in India. Pizza is the largest sub-segment in the QSR space, and is expected to grow at steady space driven by increase in 
consumer propensity to eat out, rising disposable income, a greater need for convenience.

Product Innovation their biggest competitive advantage:  The company's ability to consistently innovate products and be �exible in terms of o�er-
ing (Dominos has di�erent menu for di�erent store-formats/small-towns) di�erentiates Dominos from competition. 

Hong’s Kitchen will be their new growth driver:  The company forayed into Chinese cuisine in FY19 with the launch of ‘Hong’s Kitchen’ (HK) in Guru-
gram. The company has positioned Hong's Kitchen to �ll the gap between street food and �ne dining restaurants.

E�cient supply-chain network:  The company operates 11 regional supply chain centres, which source and supply primary raw materials, thus helping 
to ensure consistent quality and timely delivery of these to its stores 

Outlook & Valuation

We expect the company to deliver a stable performance in Same Store Sales growth numbers, while growing margins through cost rationalisation and 
operating leverage. The stock is currently trading at 66.2x FY22E EPS.

Rs in Crores Revenue EBITDA PAT EPS 
FY18 3018 440 196 15
FY19 3563 600 318 24
FY20 3927 876 279 21
FY21E 3828 818 262 20
FY22E 4680 1078 443 34



Poly Medicure Ltd. (Allocation: 4%)
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Investment Rationale

Bene�ciary of ‘Make in India’ Boost:  The medical device market continues to be dominated by imported products, which comprise of around 70% of 
total sales. The Government wants to reduce dependence on imports and boost ‘Make in India’, as a result, health cess of 5% on imports of medical 
equipment was imposed on 2nd February 2020 in the Union Budget. 

Acquisition of Plan1 Health S.R.L.:  With the acquisition of Plan1 Health S.R.L., an Italy based manufacturing company, Polymed now has access to new  
technology in Oncology and Vascular Access, and opens more opportunities with the acquired company’s worldwide customer base.

New Jaipur facility to drive growth:  The company has embarked on an expansion plan by investing about Rs.100 crore. The new capacity will cater to 
additional demand created through Ayushman Bharat/ PM-JAY over the next few years, and new customers in developed countries.

Expanding product basket:  Polymed recently ventured into manufacturing of new products like face shield, VTM Kit, Pre-�lled Syringe, PPE Kits, Dialy-
sis Machine, N 95 Masks, Single use Dialyzer and Blood collection needle with �ashback.

Outlook & Valuation:

The domestic medical devices market in India is heavily dependent on imports. We believe Polymed will be the biggest bene�ciary of PLI scheme & 
other focused schemes of government. Polymed is currently trading at 30x FY22 E earnings.

 Rs in cr.  Net Sales  EBITDA  PAT  EPS 
 FY18 520 122 69 8
 FY19 611 129 64 7
 FY20 687 164 94 11
 FY21E 825 196 113 13
 FY22E 990 253 151 17



Cipla Ltd. (Allocation: 4%)
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Investment Rationale
Cipla receives �nal approval for generic version of Proventil® HFA Inhalation Aerosol:  Cipla’s Albuterol Sulfate Inhalation Aerosol 90mcg (base)/actuation, is 
the �rst AB-rated generic therapeutic equivalent version of Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp’s Proventil® HFA Inhalation Aerosol. It is used for treatment of acute episodes 
of bronchospasm or prevention of asthmatic symptoms. Proventil® HFA Inhalation Aerosol and its authorized generic equivalent had US sales of approximately $153 
million for the 12-month period ending February 2020. 

Successful completion of Phase-3 clinical study for generic version of GSK’s Advair Diskus®:  Cipla has successfully completed Phase-3 clinical end-point study 
for �uticasone propionate and salmeterol inhalation powder.

Cipla receives �nal approval for generic version of AstraZeneca Pharmaceutical’s Nexium®:  Cipla has received �nal approval for its Abbreviated New Drug Ap-
plication (ANDA) for Esomeprazole for Oral Suspension 10mg, 20mg and 40mg from the United States Food and Drug Administration (US FDA). Cipla is the �rst 
company to �le for the 10mg strength. 

Cipla One-India Strategy to boost domestic business:  Cipla operates under 3 segments in India i.e. Branded, Trade generics and Consumer business. Cipla re-
cently launched its “One-India Strategy” where Cipla is bringing together the might of 3 business together and looking India as a one growth driver. Cipla has re-
cently restructured its India business and have shifted some products from trade generics to its Consumer division which will help to drive pro�tability. We believe 
this strategy will bring good portfolio synergies and one distribution will deepen channel engagement, strategic partnerships and smart analytics.

Outlook & Valuation:
Cipla dominates and enjoys leadership position in the respiratory therapy. We believe company’ e�orts and focus to unlock opportunities in the respiratory therapy is 
well placed for future growth of company. Ramp up of Albuterol and early completion of Phase III clinical trial of Advair diskus (Fluticasone) will be next growth driv-
ers for the company. Cipla’s domestic business is on track after disruption in trade generic business. We expect company’ revenues/EBITDA/PAT to grow at a CAGR of 
6%/11%/17% for the term of FY20-FY22E. We remain positive on Cipla limited for long term.  At CMP of Rs. 767 stock trades at  34x/29x of our FY21E/FY22E EPS.

(In Rs Cr) Sales EBITDA PAT EPS 
FY18 15219.26 2826.41 1413.31 17.53
FY19 16362.41 3170.85 1509.61 18.97
FY20 17131.99 3205.97 1546.96 19.16
FY21E 17825.4 3511.6 1780.09 22.08
FY22E 19409.73 3978.99 2114.13 26.22



PI Industries Ltd. (Allocation: 4%)
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Investment Rationale

CSM business to grow sequentially:   Increased demand for existing CSM (custom synthesis manufacturing) solutions and increased requirement by innovator compa-
nies. Company is expecting to perform well in this division. These are contract manufacturing services, which are associated with their multinational innovators. Global in-
ventory levels have come down, which is expected to boost demand, leading to sustained growth momentum for CSM business. PI was able to convert some of its long 
term contract in CSM division. Management has indicated that CSM business will remain stable for the coming 2 to 3 years, with revenue growth of 20% and margin im-
provement by up-to 100 bps. CSM business has been grown by 24% yoy in last quarter (4Q FY20).

Focus on innovation:  PI Industries has always given preference to innovation and believes in R & D of new products. PI is also known for its technical expertise. Company 
has launched 3 molecules in FY 20, management guided along this there are 3 to 4 new launch of molecules in FY21. This process helps them to capitalize entire product 
life cycle. Company also has a strong product pipeline in R&D stage. PI uses its deep global relations to enhance the R&D activities. 

Wide geographic reach and large distribution network:  PI Industries been one of the oldest player in the agrochemical segment, PI Industries has legacy of more than 
6 decades. PI Industries is present in more than 30 countries. It has more than 10000 distributors globally also company has deep relations with some global innovators.

Strong order book in CSM:  CSM division contributes around 66% of revenues in FY20; it is the major growth driver in company’s top line. CSM revenues clocked 22% yoy 
increase for its recent quarter (4Q FY 20), while for FY20 it grown by 24% yoy. Company has seen a global demand revival in Agchem industry. Company remains optimistic 
on CSM growth backed by order book of US$ 1.5 billion. Even PI is been able to retain its some contracts in CSM division and remaining are in negotiation phase. Manage-
ment has also raised its Capex guidance by 150 crores.

Outlook & Valuation
PI Industries has a legacy over 6 decades into agrochemical industry, and it is one of the well-established player in the agrochemicals space. In past years the CSM business 
has continued to surprise and it was better than our expectations and we believe the CSM business will continue to post resilient growth in the future on the back of 
newer capacities, new molecules, new clients and healthy order book. We remain positive on PI Industries based on strong growth prospects in CSM/exports business, 
global demand revival in the industry and backed by stable monsoon conditions domestically.  At CMP of Rs. 2182 stock trades at  55x/44x of our FY21E/FY22E EPS.

(In Rs Cr) Sales EBITDA PAT EPS 
FY18 2277 495 367 27
FY19 2841 576 410 30
FY20 3367 718 457 33
FY21E 4040 846 592 39
FY22E 4929 1060 739 49



Hatsun Agro Products Ltd. (Allocation: 4%)
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Investment Rationale

Strong brand equity:  Hatsun enjoys leadership position in southern states of India. Currently the company has 5 key brands under its umbrella.

Well established network:  Hatsun has spent more than 4 decades in the dairy business; during the course of business, the company has developed its 
own farmer network for milk procurement. Hatsun purchases milk directly from the farmers, i.e. there are no agents involved. 

Focus on high margin products: Di�erent milk-based value added products (VAP) have di�erent margins. Hatsun derives 30% of sales from value 
added products. The company’s key value added products include ice-creams, curd, ghee etc. As per Crisil, value added products like curd and ice 
creams are growing at a high double-digit rate.

Favourable milk cycle will lead to higher margins:  The productivity of cows/bu�aloes is cyclical in India. Milk productivity depends on monsoons, 
temperature levels and quality of fodder. We believe lower procurement costs will lead to margin expansion.

Outlook & Valuation

The company is one of the largest players in the organised dairy sector in south India. Hatsun enjoys leadership position (30% market share) in ice 
creams in southern India and we expect the same to be replicated in other value added products. Currently the company is trading at EV/EBITDA of 26x 
&  PE of 61.1/42x our FY21/22E estimates.

(In Rs Cr) FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21E FY22E 
Sales 4287 4760 5308 5839 6540
EBITDA 372 441 550 730 916
PAT 91 115 112 227 329
EPS 6 7 7 13 20



Divi’s Laboratories Ltd. (Allocation: 4%)
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Investment Rationale

Favourably placed to bene�t from CRAMS:   The innovators have started to outsource activities during research/development as well as commercial-
ization to minimize cost and improve pro�tability. Divi's being a market leader in APIs is well placed to take advantage of this opportunity

End of capex cycle:  Divi's is almost at the end of signi�cant capacity expansion worth Rs.1700 cr. to cater to the increasing generics business & innova-
tor’s increased outsourcing needs. We expect full bene�t of expansion on revenues io accrue n FY22.

Backward integration bene�ts to start showing results:   With commissioning of new intermediate plant, margins are expected to improve and de-
pendency on China to reduce further. Divi’s has spent Rs. 300 cr. towards debottlenecking and backward integration at unit-1 and unit-2. Over last few 
quarters gross margins have expanded mainly because of backward integration initiatives in a few major intermediates.

Outlook & Valuation:

Divi's has high earning visibility with backward integration and expanded capacities in place. With both the plants successfully inspected, we believe 
compliance risk is behind. Strong balance sheet and capex cycle is almost over.. We believe Divi's is a structural compounding story with strong return 
ratios and healthy balance sheet. Divi's is trading at 38x FY22 E earnings

Rs in cr. Net Sales EBITDA PAT EPS
FY18 3891 1269 877 33.04
FY19 4946 1873 1353 50.96
FY20 5394.42 1822 1376 51.85
FY21E 7013 2547 1781 67.08
FY22E 8275.04 3095 2164 81.54



Escorts Ltd. (Allocation: 3%)
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Investment Rationale

Escorts & Kubota Joint Venture Expansion Plan:  Escorts formed a joint venture (JV) with Japan's Kubota Corporation to produce high-end tractors for 
domestic as well as export geographies. The joint venture company will invest about INR 300 crores to create initial capacity of 50,000 tractors in India. 
The company’s management has set the target to start production from new plant around Q3FY21.

Synergy between Escorts & Tadano Joint Venture:   Escorts entered into a JV with Tadano, Japan’s biggest and world’s leading mobile crane manufac-
turer to manufacture Rough Terrain (RT) and Truck Cranes (TC).

Tie-up with Doosan of Korea:  Escorts has also entered an agreement with Korea’s Doosan In-fracore. Doosan is a global leader in excavators, articulat-
ed dump trucks and wheel loaders. Doosan would sale and service of its products in India through Escorts.

End user Industry tailwinds to drive growth:  The agri economy bene�tted from normal rainfall in FY20. As monsoons are expected to be normal in 
FY21E as well, we expect that tractor sales will be relatively less impacted by the COVID led disruption. Sustained agri production and favourable gov-
ernment policies will cushion demand for the same. 

Agri economy to bene�t from government policies:  The government has rolled out several structural reforms to improve farm incomes as part of 
relief measures. These initiatives will bene�t the agri chain over a period of time.

Outlook & Valuation

We believe the equity infusion by Kubota will strengthen the balance sheet and will provide multiple growth avenues for Escorts – both in India as well 
as internationally. We expect Escorts to outperform in Auto Industry on the back of onset revival across tractor industry, better traction from company’s 
railway equipment division. Escorts is trading at 23x FY22E EPS.

(In Rs Cr) FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21E FY22E
Sales 5001 6199 5761 5473 5965
EBITDA 552 716 676 701 805
PAT 345 485 486 508 583
EPS 28 40 41 41 48



Coromandel International Ltd. (Allocation: 3%)
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Investment Rationale

Established player in India's phosphatic fertiliser market:  The company is the second-largest player in the phosphatic-fertiliser industry in India with 
a market  share of around 17%. The company continues to focus on building di�erentiation through value-added, unique product o�erings and market 
development through integrated nutrient and agronomist teams. 

Crop protection segment to provide incremental growth:  The company is the 5th largest Indian player in crop protection segment through wide 
product portfolio covering approximately 60 brands. During April 2018, it acquired the bio-pesticides business of E.I.D. Parry India Ltd, which has further 
diversi�ed the product pro�le under the crop protection business.

Focus on brand building rather than just being a commodity business:  The company's �agship brand Gromor, has strong recall among customers 
and commands a premium in its key markets. The company’s main focus is to build its brands and move away from being a commodity business.

Capacity expansion to propel growth:  The brown�eld expansion project of the phosphoric acid facility at Vishakhapatnam has been completed in 
October 2019. With this, the Vishakhapatnam unit will become self-su�cient for its  phosphoric acid needs.

Outlook & Valuation 

We expect the company to grow on the back of building power brands, investing in R&D and data analytics, and strengthening their e�ciencies across 
the value chain. The stock is currently trading at 15.3x FY22E EPS.

Rs in Crores Revenue EBITDA PAT EPS
FY18 11083 1256 692 24
FY19 13225 1443 720 25
FY20 13137 1731 1064 36
FY21E 14531 1947 1219 42
FY22E 15347 2103 1332 45



Ajanta Pharma Ltd. (Allocation: 3%)
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Investment Rationale

De-risked business model:  Ajanta has de-risked its business through diversi�cation of its portfolio across markets, segments and products. The com-
pany has strong presence in the domestic market, Asia and Africa through its branded generics business and is improving its presence in US generics 
market. Asia, Africa and US account for 38%, 33% and 29% of revenue.

Branded business to lead growth:  Ajanta Pharma has been able to achieve attractive margins since 75% of its business comprises of branded gener-
ics. Additional capacities in India will drive growth and improve margins, with increased in-house manufacturing.

US generic business to witness robust growth:  The company’s US generic business saw 46% growth in revenue for Q1 FY21. In US, during Q1 FY 
2021, the company received 5 ANDA �nal approvals. Ajanta has commercialized 30 products out of 37 approvals received by it. We expect US generics 
business to contribute meaningfully as the company aims to �le 10-12 ANDAs and launch 7-8 products every year. 

Outlook & Valuation

With new capacities and approvals in place, Ajanta Pharma has improved growth visibility signi�cantly. The company witnessed robust growth in US ge-
nerics and exports business in FY20. It is set to improve margins led by operating leverage bene�ts from in-house manufacturing. Ajanta Pharma is cur-
rently trading at  21x FY22 E earnings.

Rs in cr. Net Sales EBITDA PAT EPS
FY18 2126 658 469 53
FY19 2055 567 387 44
FY20 2588 679 468 54
FY21E 2908 785 527 60
FY22E 3345 945 640 73



Granules India Ltd. (Allocation: 3%)
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Investment Rationale

Outlook & Valuation
We expect the company to post strong growth on back of favourable product mix (increasing share of high margin PFI and FD Segment), cost e�ciencies 
due to e�ective manufacturing process coupled with better utilization of plants. The stock is currently trading at PE of 17.8x FY22E EPS.

Established player with integrated business model: Over the years, Granules has evolved from being an API manufacturer to a complete global phar-
maceutical player with presence in APIs, PFIs (Pre-formulation Ingredients) and FDs (Finished dosages). From a commercial perspective, its vertical inte-
gration approach gives it a competitive advantage for both drug substance and the drug products in niche areas.

Expanding its product basket with economies of scale:  The company is expanding its product basket to address the prospective demand across sev-
eral markets while also increasing the market share of existing products.  The future capex plans would be focusing towards expanding existing facilities 
and setting up new facilities thus providing clear outlook on the company’s capability to cater to the additional demand going ahead. 

Focus on R&D capabilities:  The company is sharpening its competitive advantage with intellectual property-protected innovation for limited competi-
tion opportunities.

Rs in Crores Revenue EBITDA PAT EPS 
FY18 1685 278 117 5
FY19 2279 384 188 9
FY20 2599 547 331 13
FY21E 3197 723 425 17
FY22E 3823 881 532 22



Astrazeneca Pharma India Ltd. (Allocation: 2%)
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Investment Rationale

Launch of FDC of Dapagli�ozin 10mg + Saxagliptin 5mg �lm coated tablets (QTERN®):  The company has recently launched QTERN® in India, after 
receiving import and market permission from (DCGI. It is used to improve glycemic control in adults with type 2 diabetes mellitus.

Import and market permission from DCGI for Acalabrutinib 100mg capsules (Calguence®):  Acalabrutinib 100mg capsules are used for treatment of 
patients with chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL)/ small lymphocytic lymphoma (SLL).

Global development, manufacturing and distribution of the vaccine:  AstraZeneca plc and the University of Oxford announced an agreement on 
30th April, for the global development and distribution of the University’s potential vaccine for treatment of COVID-19. Under the agreement, AstraZen-
eca would be responsible for development and worldwide manufacturing and distribution of the vaccine.

Outlook & Valuation

With launch of QTERN® and permission for launch of Calguence® Astrazeneca pharma has improved its growth visibility. All the therapeutic areas in 
which the company is currently active like Anti- diabetic, Inhaled Respiratory, Cardiovascular, and Oncology has recorded above average market growth 
and company is focused on accelerating new product development in these areas. A robust product pipeline is expected to drive signi�cant growth in 
coming years. Astrazeneca is trading at 90x FY22 EPS.

 Rs in cr.  Net Sales  EBITDA  PAT  EPS 
 FY18 571 46 26 10
 FY19 728 71 54 22
 FY20 832 121 72 29
 FY21E 848 127 89 35
 FY22E 1018 168 117 47



FDC Ltd. (Allocation: 2%)
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Investment Rationale

Top brands continues to be growth driver:  FDC has strong presence in anti-infective, Oral Rehydration Salt (ORS), multivitamin, antifungal and nutra-
ceutical segments with well-known brands in the domestic market (Zocon, Zi�-O and Simyl-MCT). The 13 major brands of the company contributed 
62% to its domestic revenues.  

Functional foods can act as catalyst to drive revenues:  FDC o�ers a wide range of functional foods and beverages ranging across antioxidants, 
energy drinks vitamins and nutraceuticals. These products are backed by the quality certi�cations such as BIS and Hazard Analysis and Critical Control 
Points (HACCP). Flagship energy drink brand- Enerzal. FDC o�ers a wide range of dietary supplements mainly in the granular form. 

Huge opportunity in exports: The export business contributes around 17% of the revenue of FDC. The exports were lead by extra ordinarily high 
growth in formulation business in the US and UK markets.

Outlook & Valuation

FDC is a well-established leader in Oral Rehydration salts and Opthalmic products. We expect its key brands will continue to grow at good rates. FDC has 
recently received ANDA approval gCospot (Opthalmic solution) and the product was launched in Q3 FY20. Company’s export business has been resilient 
in past years and we expect exports business to drive the growth in upcoming years on the back of new product launch across geographies and focus 
on key therapies. We remain positive on the company for long term. The stock is trading 16x FY22E EPS.

(In Rs Cr) FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21E FY22E
Sales 1075 1091 1344 1479 1700
EBITDA 227 231 293 421 497
PAT 174 170 240 321 376
EPS 10 10 14 19 22
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